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85UNDER

Managed Servers
LET US MANAGE YOUR SERVERS
Eliminate your concerns about the future of your company’s technology with complete
managed services. By utilizing one company and a comprehensive, proactive approach to
your IT, your company can operate efficiently, leaving you to focus on business growth.

Benefits




Manage cloud and
Standalone Servers
Expert Support
Cost Savings






Real time monitoring
Strategy
Managed
Experience

Managed cloud and
Standalone Servers
We’ll help customize a managed server solution that
fits your business.





Convenience
Integrated
Flexibility

Managed
Let 85under manage your infrastructure so you can focus
on running your business.

Experience

Expert Support

Senior level engineers available for your systems and
infrastructure.

Our experienced team monitors your server and
data in real time to ensure 100% up time.

Convenience

Cost Savings

Services are billed on a monthly basis; pay as you go.

Allow your IT staff to focus on the needs of your line
of business applications instead of server
maintenance.

Integrated

Real time Monitoring

IT doesn’t need to be a cost center. We help
transform your infrastructure into a competitive
engine of profits. We help mix your business process
with the best technology available.

We watch your server metrics to ensure 100%
availability

Flexibility

Strategy

Let us know your custom needs as we install,
configure and manage your critical infrastructure.

Like having your own IT department, we can advise
and help predict short and long term needs.

About Us
What makes us Unique
Underground - Our datacenter is 85 feet underground
Bandwidth - Gigabit Speed Burstable
Selection - Custom Server Components - Select Cores, RAM and Storage individually. Buy
only what you need
Simplicity - Microsoft Licensing Month to Month On Demand
Accommodating - Host your own hardware (or lease dedicated) on the same network as your
cloud server (colocation)
Managed - pulse85 offers a persistent team assigned and dedicated to you (get to know them
by name!)

Enterprise Hardware
Technical Specifications
Cisco Server Hardware

Cisco Firewall and Intrusion Prevention

IBM Enterprise-class SAN infrastructure

Create Server Template Images

Cisco Datacenter Switching Infrastructure

Microsoft and Linux Operating Systems

Data Center Power - Failover N+1

Add SQL Server 2008 R2 or 2012 DB

Multi Homed Fiber Internet - Burstable to Gbit

Managed Server option with Pulse85
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